Statistical deconvolution for inference of infection time series
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Abstract

Accurate measurement of daily infection incidence is crucial to epidemic response. However, delays in symptom onset, testing, and reporting obscure the dynamics of transmission, necessitating methods to remove the effects of stochastic delays from observed data. Existing estimators can be sensitive to model misspecification and censored observations; many analysts have instead used methods that exhibit strong bias or do not account for delays.

We develop an estimator with a regularization scheme to cope with these sources of noise, which we term the Robust Incidence Deconvolution Estimator (RIDE). We validate RIDE on synthetic data, comparing accuracy and stability to existing approaches. We then use RIDE to study COVID-19 records in the United States, and find evidence that infection estimates from reported cases can be more informative than estimates from mortality data.

To implement these methods, we release incidental, a ready-to-use R implementation of our estimator that can aid ongoing efforts to monitor the COVID-19 pandemic.

Information on the progress of an ongoing epidemic arrives with delays. New cases, hospitalizations, and deaths are reported potentially weeks after individuals are infected. This stochastic delay obscures patterns in transmission. Accurate estimation of daily infections is crucial for understanding the dynamics of disease transmission, and assessing the impacts of interventions [11, 14, 29]. However, as we show, currently available methods for reconstructing infection curves exhibit bias and instability.

Mathematically, observations such as daily reported cases can be described as a convolution of the underlying time series of new infections with a delay distribution — the probability distribution that describes time from infection to reporting. Thus, recovering the infections curve from delayed reports is a deconvolution operation (Figure 1). Unfortunately, deconvolution of noisy data presents a well-known ill-posed inverse problem, in which signal and noise cannot be separated, even when the delay distribution is known perfectly [24]. Practically, this ill-posedness manifests as instability in estimates, both when the data and assumptions about the delay distribution are perturbed. This instability is compounded in infection estimation by right-censoring — recent infections have a smaller probability of being reported in the observation period. In general, instability in deconvolution problems is addressed by regularization, which imposes structure on the signal that is recovered from noisy data [28].
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Figure 1: Infection estimation overview. Top: the underlying infection time series — new infections per day — is perturbed by a delay distribution (center) that is measured with other data or assumed known. Each infection date is stochastically delayed, resulting in the reporting curve (red ×’s) — new reported cases per day. Bottom: the estimation procedure aims to undo this stochastic delay. Given observed report curve (left) we use a statistical estimator with the delay distribution to recover the underlying curve.

In this paper, we propose a statistically robust method to infer infection time series from delayed data, which we call the Robust Incidence Deconvolution Estimator (RIDE). RIDE incorporates a specific form of regularization that yields stable infection estimates, even in the presence of right censoring. In a simulation study we validate RIDE and compare it to existing methods.

We then use RIDE to study transmission dynamics of SARS-CoV-2 at state and local levels. We compare RIDE to existing estimators on epidemic data from different regions in the United States, qualitatively showing its stability and robustness to censoring. We show that infection estimates from reported cases are often well-aligned with infection estimates from new hospitalizations — a more reliable but less widely available source of epidemic information. Our findings also demonstrate how the implementation and phased lifting of non-pharmaceutical interventions contributed to reductions and increases, respectively, in transmission intensity.

In our simulated and empirical examples, we compare RIDE to two classes of existing methods. The first class, which we term re-convolution estimators, estimate the infection curve by sampling from an assumed delay distribution and shifting observed case reports backward in time — effectively, applying a convolution operation in reverse. This heuristic has been applied in a number of public tools for tracking the COVID-19 pandemic [1, 2, 21, 26, 27], but exhibits biases because it is not a deconvolution operation. The second class of estimators perform regularized deconvolution, but yield unstable estimates, in part because their regularization is inadequate in the presence of right-censoring. These include back projection (or back calculation) estimators developed to analyze the AIDS epidemic [7, 8, 9, 10], and the Richardson Lucy (RL) algorithm, a model-free deconvolution method that has been used to analyze influenza [13].

Additionally, we make the proposed method available in an R package, incidental.
Results

We first give a brief overview of the statistical estimation problem, existing approaches, and our proposed method, RIDE; we compare these methods in a simulation study. We then study transmission dynamics of SARS-CoV-2, compare infection incidence estimators on real data, and analyze infection time series in relation to non-pharmaceutical interventions.

Method overview. Given a time series of delayed observations for \( T \) days, \( Y = (Y_1, \ldots, Y_T) \) (e.g., counts of daily new reported cases) and a delay distribution \( \theta = (\theta_1, \ldots, \theta_P) \) (e.g., the distribution of time from infection to reporting) up to \( P \) days, the goal is to infer the time series of new infections \( X = (X_1, \ldots, X_T) \). The expected value of the observed data \( Y \) is a convolution of the infection time series \( X \) with the delay distribution \( \theta \); estimation of \( X \) involves the deconvolution of \( Y \) and \( \theta \). To produce an estimator that is robust to noise in \( Y \), we propose a model-based estimator using a cubic spline \[15\] to describe the underlying infections, \( X \), and a Poisson likelihood to describe the observed cases. We set the degrees of freedom of the spline basis using AIC \[3\]. Additionally, we add a regularization penalty on the second difference of the spline parameters, encouraging smoothness and select regularization strength with out-of-sample log likelihood.

Finally, we include an additional regularization to stabilize estimates in the presence of right censoring. Due to delayed reporting, right censoring effectively reduces the number of observations in the most recent time windows, making estimates less stable. We address this issue as a missing data problem, and use a strategy similar to multiple imputation techniques for missing data \[22\]. Specifically, we sample many extrapolations of the observed time series from a random walk that exhibits the same autocorrelation as the observed data. This random walk encodes the assumption that the autocorrelation in the observed data, which is a direct result of the convolution of infections with the delay distribution, will remain in future observations. For each extrapolation, we condition on the simulated counts to form the incidence estimate, and average estimates across these replicates. We find that this random walk regularization forms much more stable estimates when the report curve is censored. Complete methodological details are given in the Methods section and SI A.

Simulation study. We examine the stability and reconstruction accuracy of estimators on a set of synthetic examples designed to mimic statistical issues associated with COVID-19 data: right censoring and model misspecification. In this simulation study we include re-convolution, Richardson-Lucy, back projection \[7, 32\] implemented in the surveillance package in R \[17\], and our proposed approach RIDE. We compare methods on four synthetic infection curves to study varying levels of complexity: a steep curve with a slow decay, a symmetric curve, a double peaked curve (representing two waves), and a pathological curve that has a sharp climb followed by a total drop-off in cases. For each curve, we consider different observation windows — from highly censored to fully observed — and data simulated under a misspecified delay distribution that approximates processing delays that are common with commercial testing facilities and recording offices. See SI B for a detailed description of synthetic data and results.

In general, we find that the model-based approaches more accurately infer the infection time series than the re-convolution and Richardson-Lucy estimators (as measured by mean squared error). Additionally, we find that RIDE’s regularization scheme is crucial when the model is misspecified; random walk extrapolation is key to stabilizing estimates for highly censored data. Figure 7 summarizes the simulation study.
Application to COVID-19.

Monitoring the COVID-19 pandemic presents numerous data challenges [14, 18]. Disease transmission can be studied using different sources of data, each with unique benefits and drawbacks. Data on cases are widely available, with a time delay as short as 12.8 days, on average, from infection to diagnosis [16, 31]; however, such data are greatly affected by widespread variation in testing levels. Data from hospitalizations may be more robust to changes in testing effort [21], but are associated with longer delays, represent a smaller proportion of total cases, and are not widely available in the United States. Deaths suffer the longest delay in both occurrence and reporting, and represent an even smaller proportion of infections. Additionally, improved treatment strategies will likely cause both the infection fatality rate and the duration between infection and death to vary over time.

We aggregated data for daily SARS-CoV-2 tests and new reported COVID-19 cases, hospital admissions, and deaths for four selected regions with high-quality hospital data: Arizona, New York, Ohio, Texas, and Virginia. Hospital admission data is readily available in New York City and Houston within New York and Texas, respectively. In addition to incidence data, we assembled dates for the following policy interventions at the state and regional levels: school closures, bans of gatherings of 10 people or more, stay-at-home orders, reopening of low risk non-essential businesses, reopening of hair salons, and reopening of indoor dining and/or bars. See SI Section C for data sources.

Delay distributions for infection to event are computed by estimating a series of delay times. We estimate time from infection to symptom onset by matching quantiles of a gamma distribution to the data from [19]; from symptom onset to positive test by fitting a gamma distribution to non-zero delay times from Florida for all cases through July 14, 2020 [1]; from symptom onset to hospitalization, as fitted by [20] using data from [30, 33]; and from hospitalization to death [20]. See SI Section D for full delay distribution specification.

Comparison with existing estimation methods. We apply existing estimation methods and the proposed RIDE procedure to COVID-19 case data from Queens, New York, Staten Island, New York, the Austin, Texas metro area, and the state of Arizona in Figure 2. We compare


Figure 2: Infections incidence (solid black line), 90% credible regions (gray shaded) when available, and observed values (red plus) by data type across regions (columns) and by method (rows).
the RIDE procedure output to three existing approaches: back projection [8], Richardson-Lucy deconvolution [13], and re-convolution [1, 2, 21, 26, 27]. All estimators are described in the Methods section in further detail. The re-convolution procedure is a biased estimator and leads to over-smoothing of the infections curve and under estimating the peak. Back projection and Richardson-Lucy are highly sensitive to noise, leading to large oscillations. Further, back projection is sensitive to right censoring — recent infections estimates in Austin and Arizona are highly unstable. The RIDE estimator, on the other hand, is robust to noise in reporting and right censoring.

**Comparison of inferences by data source.** We next apply RIDE to case, hospitalization, and mortality data to estimate infections in Arizona, Ohio, Virginia, Houston, and New York City boroughs – locations chosen for their readily available hospitalization data. Figure 3 depicts inferred daily infections (scaled by estimates of the proportion of cases resulting in confirmation, hospitalization, and death, respectively). Note that the peak in estimated infections precedes the peak in reported cases, and has steeper upward and downward trajectories than the observed data time series. Additionally, uncertainty regions near the end of the time series are much larger for daily infections inferred from deaths data. This is due to the longer lag between infection and death relative to cases and hospitalizations. Reproductive numbers fitted using the method of Cori and colleagues [11], based on the inferred infection time series, are given in Figure 4.

Inferred infections from deaths consistently peaked earlier by about a week than inferred infections from hospitalizations in New York City. This may be due to nascent treatment regimes and overwhelmed hospitals in New York City during March and April. We note that $R_t$ estimates based on hospitalization and death inferences track closely in most areas.

Infections inferred from raw case data early in the epidemic (February through April) is often misaligned with hospitalization inferred infections due to low testing levels. There are some changes in testing levels from May onward, but changes in positive rates swamp changes in testing levels for many areas. For some areas, case upswings in June and July 2020 produce lower levels of hospitalization than earlier in the pandemic, likely due to the infected age skewing younger in later months. Reproductive number estimates computed based on infections inferred from hospitalizations and cases are quite close in all areas examined.

We quantitatively evaluate infection estimates from mortality and case data by measuring alignment with infection estimates from hospitalization data. We use two metrics: (i) the distance between the inferred infections curve using hospitalizations and the inferred infections from cases and deaths, and (ii) the distance between observed hospitalizations and imputed hospitalizations from the infections curve inferred from cases, deaths, and hospitalizations — the infections time series convolved with the hospitalization delay distribution. The first metric is a direct comparison of the infections time series from hospitalizations to infections inferred from others sources. The second metric measures a baseline accuracy of the inferred incidence, where no estimate is expected to have lower error than the curve derived from hospitalizations data.

Results are given in Figure 5. Case infections generally, but not always, have lower error in the two metrics. Case infections has much lower error than death incidence in New York, while deaths infections is a better representation of hospitalization incidence in Ohio. This may be due to a cluster of about 4,000 cases related to Ohio prisons in mid-April, which did not result in a corresponding spike in deaths or hospitalizations. When there are changes in testing regimes or population demographics of the infected, inferred curves from differing data sources may diverge. See SI Section 2 for further details.

---

2 Fit by the *backprojNP* method in the *surveillance* package version 1.18.0 in R version 4.0.0 with parameters k=0, eps=rep(0.005,2), iter.max=rep(250,2),B=-1.
Figure 3: Infections incidence (solid black line), 90% credible regions (gray shaded), and observed values by data type (red plus for cases, green cross for hospitalizations, and blue diamond for deaths) across regions.

**Estimating infections at state and local scales.** COVID-19 data — cases, deaths, and hospitalizations — are often reported at the state or national level, which obscures local variation in prevalence and response to policy interventions. We compare inferred infections from cases in the five New York City boroughs with New York state; the Austin, Dallas/Fort Worth, and Houston metros with the state of Texas; and Virginia health regions (Central, Eastern, Northern, Northwest, and Southwest) to statewide across Virginia. Inferred infections are shown in Figure 6. For each region and state, we also include the following policy decisions: school closures, gathering bans for 10 people or more, stay-at-home orders, reopening of low risk non-essential businesses, and reopening of bars or restaurants with indoor seating.

Given the length of the time series fitted and the noise of the case data, slope changes in infections are accurate to within a few days due to estimator smoothing. Our estimator strongly suggests an association between indoor bar/restaurant openings and an increase in transmission in Texas and the southwestern and eastern regions of Virginia. Additionally, we find that in New York City, estimates suggest that the infections incidence decline postdated school closures, but was aligned with statewide stay-at-home orders. Likewise, statewide — but not county level — stay-at-home orders coincided with a local incidence decline in Houston in early April. Earlier stay-at-home orders in Harris county were not aligned with the decline (Figure 6).
Figure 4: $R_t$ fitted on infection time series estimated by data type across regions. Solid lines are means and ribbons are 90% CIs.

Discussion

COVID-19 transmission dynamics are obscured by the incubation period, testing delays, reporting delays, and time to hospitalization or death. Accurate estimation of the underlying infection time series is a pressing problem rife with challenges and complications, including observation noise, censoring, and model misspecification. Existing methods are either statistically flawed (e.g., re-convolution) or sensitive to noise in reported data (e.g., Richardson-Lucy and back projection). Our proposed estimator, RIDE, is statistically rigorous and robust to some of the data challenges that are present with COVID-19 reported data, including high noise levels and right censoring. Despite concerns that variation in testing effort may make hospitalizations data superior to data from all cases for monitoring infection dynamics, we found that our inferences from case data provided a reasonable proxy for those fit from hospitalization data, which are much less widely available and pose signal-to-noise ratio problems in smaller regions. Case data allow effective estimation of infections at county and regional levels, rather than requiring entire states or countries.

One of the most promising uses for regional infections estimation is as a tool in the evaluation of public policy. Accurate reconstruction of infection time series is necessary to assess how policies influenced transmission over time, in particular when reporting is lagged and multiple interventions may have been undertaken in succession. As we have demonstrated, local COVID-19 dynamics may differ from state-level patterns, and policy decisions are often implemented to mitigate effects in the areas with the highest case loads. Only looking at state-level responses to policy decisions can blur policy effects as areas with different responses are aggregated.

There remains room to improve these estimators. One salient aspect of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic are day-of-week reporting effects — it is common to see a smaller volume reported on Saturday, Sunday, and Monday in many locations, likely due to increased processing time. This
source of error can be incorporated into the likelihood model with additional parameters, introducing a new regularization problem that warrants further study. Additionally, reporting delays can vary by region and change over time. One potential approach for coping with such variation is to jointly model case and hospitalization data and use the relative stability of hospitalization delays to identify changes in the case reporting delay distribution. A joint approach has the potential to more efficiently use all available information, but would be limited to regions where hospitalization data is relatively available. Lastly, it is worth noting that the delay distribution is the single-most important hyperparameter for estimating the infection time series [6]. This delay may change due to reporting habits, improvements in care, or shifting demographics of the infected population, among other factors [4]. Improving estimates hinges on better characterization of these non-stationary effects.

Our results suggest that the method chosen to estimate infection counts influences the estimate itself and conclusions drawn. Providing a stable, accurate, and consistent way to estimate infection time series can enable more accurate characterization of real-time transmissibility (i.e., the effective reproductive number) and ultimately may help policy-makers assess the effectiveness of public health interventions at the state and local levels.
Methods

We consider the following observation model of individual infected and reported dates. Each individual $n \in \{1, \ldots, N\}$ who becomes infected on day $I_n$ is confirmed on day $C_n \in \{1, \ldots, T\}$, and we assume that there were no infections prior to the initial time, denoted $t = 1$. The date of confirmation is stochastically delayed from the date of infection $I_n \in \{1, \ldots, T\}$,

$$D_n \sim \text{Categorical}(\theta)$$

$$C_n = I_n + D_n,$$

where $D_n$ is a random number of days sampled from a discrete distribution with probability vector $\theta = (\theta_1, \ldots, \theta_P)$. The infection curve is a time series of daily infection counts, denoted $X = (X_1, \ldots, X_T)$ where $X_t = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \mathbb{I}(I_n = t)$ (and $\mathbb{I}$ is the indicator function). Similarly, the observed data is a time series of daily reported cases, denoted $Y = (Y_1, \ldots, Y_T)$, defined analogously using $C_n$. Our goal is to reconstruct the incidence curve $X$ from an observed realization of $Y = y = (y_1, \ldots, y_T)$.

We study the performance of different estimators that consider $\theta$ fixed and known. Practically, COVID-19 line lists track the number of days between symptom onset and the reporting of individual cases, which can be used to form an estimate of the distribution $\theta$ [16, 31]. We note that this model is a simplification — in practice we observe day-of-week effects in reporting and non-stationarity in $\theta$. We examine robustness to model misspecification in our simulation study. The report curve is related to the incidence curve by a discrete convolution — the expected value...
of $Y$ given $X$ can be written as the convolution of $X$ and the delay distribution $\theta$,
\[
E[Y_t | X] = \sum_{s=1}^{T} X_s \cdot \theta_{t-s},
\]
where $\theta_s = 0$ when $s < 0$ or $s > P$. The discrete convolution against $\theta$ can be expressed as a matrix, $P_\theta$, where $(P_\theta)_{t,s} = \theta_{t-s}$. The expectation can be written as a matrix multiply $E[Y | X] = P_\theta X$ (see SI Section A for more details). Intuitively, this indicates that to de-convolve the observed signal, an estimator needs to invert $P_\theta$.

"Re-convolution" incidence reconstruction. A popular method for incidence estimation attempts to undo the stochastic delays by sampling from the delay distribution and subtracting the value from each observed time [2, 21, 26, 27]. For each case $n$, the re-convolution estimator samples a delay $\hat{D}_n \sim \text{Categorical}(\theta)$ and computes $\hat{I}_n = c_n - \hat{D}_n$, aggregating these into the incidence curve estimate $\hat{X}_t = \sum_n \mathbb{I}(\hat{I}_n = t)$. We call this the re-convolution estimator, as it amounts to a convolution of the already convolved report curve.

The linear relationship between $X$ and $Y$ makes clear the conceptual error of the re-convolution method. The re-convolution estimator has the expectation
\[
E[X | Y = y] = P_\theta^T y,
\]
which will be inconsistent in general, as $P_\theta^T \neq P_\theta^{-1}$. This conceptual error motivates the use of methods developed for deconvolving signals (see SI Section A).

Deconvolution estimators. Deconvolving signals is a well-studied problem in signal processing. One such deconvolution method is the Richardson-Lucy estimator [23, 25], an iterative algorithm. While flexible, this approach can be highly sensitive to observation noise. Nevertheless, the Richardson-Lucy estimator has been used to reconstruct incidence curves for infectious disease [13], and we include the method in our simulation study.

An alternative class of methods uses statistical models to form deconvolved incidence estimates. Back projection (or back calculation) methods are model-based estimators that were developed to infer HIV/AIDS infection incidence [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 32]. In the HIV/AIDS setting, the incubation period is on the order of months — much longer than the incubation period for seasonal influenza or SARS-CoV-2, necessitating a more statistically rigorous approach. Back projection is closely related to empirical Bayes methods for deconvolution [12]. These approaches form estimates by maximizing the marginal likelihood of observed data given a model for $X_1, \ldots, X_T$ and some form of regularization. Parameterizing the incidence time series as $X_1, \ldots, X_T = X(\beta)$ (e.g., with smoothing splines or a step function), a model-based objective function takes the form
\[
L(\beta; Y_1, \ldots, Y_T) = -\ln Pr(Y_1, \ldots, Y_T | \beta) + \lambda \cdot r(\beta),
\]
where the likelihood function varies from method to method. Both multinomial [9] and Poisson [7] observation models have been considered; both model-based and post-hoc methods of smoothing have been studied [32].

Ill-posedness and regularization. Incidence estimation is a deconvolution exercise — a classic ill-posed inverse problem. Specifically, the true incidence curve $X$ is just identified — the number of free parameters is equal to the number of observed data points [24]. Without observation noise, the convolution matrix $P_\theta$ can be inverted, and the true incidence $X$ can be identified. With observation noise, however, there may be many plausible incidence curves that
explain the observed data. The purpose of regularization is to bias the optimization objective toward estimates with properties we believe to be true, a priori. Smoothness — the belief that incidence should not vary wildly day to day — is the main property induced by regularization.

Here, we devise a model-based estimate using a cubic spline \[^{15}\] to describe the underlying incidence, \(X(\beta)\), and a Poisson likelihood to describe the observed cases. Locations with low case counts can be prone to over-fitting due to small sample size. To address this issue, we first select the degrees of freedom of the spline basis using AIC \[^{3}\]. Additionally, we add an L2 regularization penalty on the second difference of the \(\beta\) parameters. To select \(\lambda\), we split the observed data and use out-of-sample log likelihood. By default, we use 25\% of the data to estimate out-of-sample log likelihood, and average over four random splits.

The stability of estimates in the most recent time window before \(T\) is another practical concern. In this window, the effective number of observations is small due to right censoring, and incidence estimates can be unstable without a sensible prior. In this epidemiological setting, the convolution of the incidence and delay distribution results in a time series with significant autocorrelation. We exploit this structure by extrapolating the report curve forward in time with a random walk and condition on these simulated counts to form the incidence estimate. We first apply an Anscombe transform \[^{5}\] to the observed report curve to stabilize the variance and use the empirical single-lag autocorrelation to simulate random walk extrapolations. We average estimates over replicates of extrapolated random walks in a style similar to common techniques for handling missing data \[^{22}\]. We find that this random walk regularization forms much more stable estimates when the reported data are censored. We term this procedure the Robust Incidence Deconvolution Estimator (RIDE); further details are given in SI Section A.

**Reconstructing known incidence curves from simulated case reports.** We study the accuracy of various incidence estimators described herein, including re-convolution, Richardson-Lucy, back projection \[^{7,32}\] implemented in the **surveillance** package in \(\text{R}\) \[^{17}\], and our proposed approach RIDE. The back projection method also employs a Poisson likelihood, but regularizes by injecting a rolling window smoothing step into an expectation maximization fitting procedure. In general, we find that the model-based approaches for incidence estimation are more accurate than the re-convolution and Richardson-Lucy estimators. Additionally, we find that regularization is crucial when the model is misspecified.

We examine four synthetic incidence curves to study varying levels of complexity: a steep incidence curve with a slow decay, a symmetric curve, a double peaked curve (representing two waves), and a pathological curve that has a sharp climb followed by a total drop-off in cases. Additionally, we consider different observation windows from highly censored to fully observed. We assume a delay distribution **Gamma** \((k = 10, \theta = 1)\), with a mean delay of 10 days. Additionally, we study incidence reconstruction for data simulated under a misspecified delay distribution. In the misspecified setting, we mimic weekly reporting delays where on every sixth and seventh day a uniform random proportion of the cases between 30\% and 50\% are reported two days later. This approximates reporting delays that are common with commercial testing facilities and recording offices. See SI Section B for a detailed description of synthetic data and results. Synthetic data are depicted in Figure 7a.

Inference quality of the methods are evaluated by root mean squared error (RMSE) between the inferred incidence curve and the true incidence curve. Additional metrics are available in the supplement. Performance of each estimator for the four fully observed time series are presented in Figure 7a. The model-based estimators fare better in both the correctly specified and misspecified setting — we observe a consistent improvement in inferred incidence over re-convolution and Richardson-Lucy estimates. Back projection as implemented in the **surveillance** package is competitive in the well-specified setting, but in the misspecified setting accuracy suffers in
comparison to our regularization scheme.

We also compare different censoring windows $T = 40, 50, 60,$ and 80. Results for the “slow-decay” curve are depicted in Figure 7c. For censored data, random walk regularization stabilizes incidence reconstruction. In the misspecified setting, the Poisson model (and back projection) catastrophically fail for $T = 50$, due to instability in the maximum likelihood solution. The random walk regularization mitigates this pathology while remaining as accurate (or competitive) in all other regimes. We see that both the re-convolution and back projection methods struggle with right censoring. The root of the issue is that neither method accounts for the fact that the reported curve — due to the delayed convolution — is smooth. The incidence curve, therefore, must describe observations we have yet to see. We directly incorporate this into our scheme by sampling potential extrapolations of the report curve, modeled with a simple autoregressive (AR) process. Additionally, averaging over random walk extrapolations yields more realistic uncertainty toward the right of the curve. Figure 8, 9, and 10 illustrate these points in both the correct and misspecified settings.

We use the inferred incidence curves to compute time-varying effective reproductive numbers using the estimator proposed in [11]. Richardson-Lucy deconvolution produces unstable and noisy estimates, leading to reproductive numbers that vary wildly. The re-convolution method over-smooths the incidence curve, leading to systematically biased estimates and typically lower reproductive number estimates in the beginning of the growth cycle. We observe that the model-based estimates more accurately reconstruct the ground truth incidence curve, which translates into more accurate characterization of the time-varying reproductive number.

Additional methodology details are available in SI [A].
Figure 7: Synthetic experiments. (a) Four synthetic incidence curves and simulated observations with both correct and misspecified noise models. (b) Estimators on the full slow-decay data. (c) Estimators on censored slow-decay data. (d) Error (RMSE) on all four synthetic curves, for both correct and misspecified data. (e) Error (RMSE) with different levels of censoring on the slow-decay synthetic curve. Additional experiment details in SI B and Figures 8-10.
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A Additional methodology details

We consider the following observation model for infections and confirmed cases. Each individual \( n \in \{1, \ldots, N\} \) who eventually becomes infected is confirmed to be infected on day \( C_n \in \{1, \ldots, T\} \), and we assume that there were no infections prior to the initial time, denoted 1. The time of a confirmed case is stochastically delayed from the true date of infection \( I_n \in \{1, \ldots, T\} \),

\[
D_n \sim \text{Categorical}(\theta) \tag{6}
\]

\[
C_n = I_n + D_n, \tag{7}
\]

where \( D_n \) is a random number of days sampled from a discrete distribution with probability vector \( \theta = (\theta_1, \ldots, \theta_P) \). We assume that \( \theta \) is available as external knowledge from an auxiliary data source and consider it fixed throughout. For example, COVID-19 line lists track the number of days between symptom development and reported case in individual cases can be used to form an estimate of the distribution \( \theta \). While the methods considered condition on a specific \( \theta \), uncertainty in \( \theta \) can be explored by a sensitivity analysis or averaging over a distribution of \( \theta \) estimates.

Daily incidence is a summary of all cases from a given day. We write confirmed case incidence on day \( t \) as

\[
Y_t = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \mathbb{1}(C_n = t),
\]

where \( \mathbb{1}(C_n = t) \) takes the value one when \( C_n \) is equal to \( t \) and zero otherwise. Similarly, the unobserved infection incidence curve is defined \( X_t = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \mathbb{1}(I_n = t) \). The infection incidence curve is the target of our estimator. We denote realizations of observed daily confirmed case counts as \( c = (c_1, \ldots, c_T) \), and realizations of underlying infection incidence as \( i = (i_1, \ldots, i_T) \). We depict an example of a delay distribution \( \theta \) and the resulting infection incidence and observed incidence pair in Figure 1a.

Observed case likelihood. The likelihood corresponding to the observed time series, \( y \) is a function of the convolution of the infection incidence \( X = X_1, \ldots, X_T \) and the delay distribution \( \theta \). To see this, we view each marginal \( Y_t \) as the sum of \( N \) Poisson processes. Consider the infection date \( I_n \) for individual \( n \). We can view the value \( C_n \) as the realization of a Poisson process with intensity function \( \theta \) offset to start at the value of \( I_n \), conditioned on a single realization. Take all \( X_s \) individuals infected on day \( s \). Due to the additivity of Poisson processes, the number of cases reported on day \( t \) that originated on day \( s \) will follow a Poisson distribution, which we denote

\[
Y(s, t) \sim \text{Pois}(X_s \cdot \theta_{t-s}), \tag{8}
\]

where we define \( \theta_s = 0 \) for \( s < 0 \) and \( s > P \). The total number of reported cases on day \( t \) is a sum of \( X(s, t) \) over its first argument up to day \( t \), which is again Poisson

\[
Y_t \sim \sum_{s} Y(s, t) \sim \text{Pois} \left( \sum_{s} X_s \cdot \theta_{t-s} \right), \tag{9}
\]

where the mean is the familiar convolution operator. Conditioning on the total number infected, \( N \), the vector \( C^{(1)}, \ldots, C^{(T)} \) is jointly multinomial

\[
Y_1, \ldots, Y_T \sim \text{Mult}(p; N) \tag{10}
\]

\[
p = \left( \sum_{s} X_s \cdot \theta_{1-s}, \ldots, \sum_{s} X_s \cdot \theta_{T-s} \right). \tag{11}
\]
The expected number of reported cases, $E[Y] = (E[Y_1], \ldots, E[Y_T])$ is related to the underlying infection time series $X = (X_1, \ldots, X_T)$ by the convolution

$$E[Y] = X \ast \theta.$$  

(12)

This is equivalent to a linear mapping of $X$, $E[C] = P_{\theta}X$ for the matrix $P_{\theta}$ constructed to correspond to the discrete convolution with vector $\theta$:

$$P_{\theta} = \begin{pmatrix}
\theta_0 & \theta_1 & \theta_2 & \cdots & \theta_T \\
\theta_1 & \theta_0 & \theta_1 & \cdots & \theta_2 \\
\theta_2 & \theta_1 & \theta_0 & \cdots & \theta_1 \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\theta_T & \theta_2 & \theta_1 & \cdots & \theta_0 
\end{pmatrix}.$$  

(13)

All unidentified entries of $P_{\theta}$ are 0. Intuitively, recovering $X$ from $Y$ involves the inverse of this mapping. However, a popular reconstruction approach does not correspond to inversion.

“Re-convolution” incidence reconstruction

An intuitive approach to infection incidence reconstruction is to stochastically “undo” the results of the delay random variable, $D_n$. One type of estimator for this is to simply sample a new $D_n \sim \text{Cat}(\theta)$ from the delay distribution and subtract this new value from the observed case date

$$D_n \sim \text{Cat}(\theta)$$  

(14)

$$\hat I_n = c_n - D_n$$  

(15)

$$\hat X_t = \sum_n 1(\hat I_n = t).$$  

(16)

A related approach is to “undo” the convolution of $\theta$ with $I$ by running the convolution backward over the observed case counts, resulting in the estimator

$$\hat X_s = \sum_t Y_t \cdot \theta_{t-s}$$  

(17)

$$\hat X = (\hat X_1, \ldots, \hat X_T) = Y \ast \theta$$  

(18)

where $\ast$ indicates reversing the direction of the convolution operator. Intuitively, this operation distributes observed cases backward in time according to the delay distribution. This has become a popular approach to cope with delayed observations [1, 2, 21, 26, 27].

This reverse convolution corresponds to multiplication by the transpose of $P_{\theta}$

$$\hat X = P_{\theta}^T Y$$  

(19)

which effectively applies another convolution to the already convolved time series $Y$, further smoothing the already smoothed observation.

Given this characterization, a straightforward estimator is to simply invert $P_{\theta}$ to form an estimate of $X$.

$$\hat X = P_{\theta}^{-1} E[Y].$$  

(20)
This estimator, however, is not well-defined in the presence of noise in the daily case counts $Y$, rendering it impractical for applied analysis. Intuitively, this inverted convolution estimator is similar to fitting a linear regression model where the number of observations is equal to the number of covariates (i.e., $n = p$) — an ill-posed inverse problem [24].

Using the “re-convolution” estimator to impute the incidence curve results in an even smoother imputed curve than the already smoothed reported case incidence curve. Intuitively that makes sense — the “re-convolution” method convolves the already convolved reported case curve with the delay distribution once more, again smoothing (but backward in time).

Using the noiseless (but unobserved) expected reported incidence would recover the underlying daily infections, however applying this estimator to the noisy observed reported incidence yields highly unstable estimates — we see the estimate vary between $-10^{20}$ and $10^{20}$ cases. This instability motivates our development of a practical deconvolution estimator.

**Model-based deconvolution estimators**

As stated in the *Methods* section, model-based estimators start with a likelihood model for observed case data, conditioned on the underlying incidence curve. Concretely, model-based methods define an objective

$$L(\beta; Y_1, \ldots, Y_T) = -\ln Pr(Y_1, \ldots, Y_T | \beta) + \lambda \cdot r(\beta),$$

where the form of the log-likelihood is specified by a probabilistic model, and the regularization penalty enforces smoothness in the incidence curve. Back calculation and back projection methods have examined the use of Poisson and multinomial likelihoods [9, 7].

For RIDE, we use a Poisson likelihood and splines for the mean

$$Y_t \sim \text{Pois}(\exp(\beta^T B(t)))$$

where $\beta \in \mathbb{R}^P$ and $B(t)$ is the $P$-dimensional spline basis value at time $t$.

We also note that the model-based method is closely related to a set of techniques known as empirical Bayes. In fact, the empirical Bayesian method $g$-modeling was developed to de-noise (or deconvolve) noisy observed data [12]. The basic idea behind $g$-modeling is to fit a flexible prior distribution over the unobserved quantity using marginal maximum likelihood. The per-subject unobserved values are the infection times $I_n$ for $n = 1, \ldots, N$, and the noisy observations are confirmed case dates $c_n$. The $g$-modeling approach parameterizes the prior (i.e., models the $g$-function), and numerically optimizes this parameter by maximizing the marginal likelihood (i.e., the $f$-function). Specifically we define a prior over $I_n$ parameterized by $\beta$

$$g_\beta(s) \equiv Pr(I_n = s)$$

and fit $\beta$ values by maximizing the marginal likelihood of the observed data under the noise model given by $\theta$

$$\hat{\beta} = \arg \max_\beta \sum_n \ln f(c_n)$$

$$= \arg \max_\beta \sum_n \ln \int g_\beta(s) p(c_n | s) ds.$$
Given this estimate, we can compute the de-noised incidence curve via Bayes rule. As a concrete example, $g_\beta(s)$ can be parameterized by a set of basis functions

$$g_\beta(s) \propto \exp(\beta^T B(s)) \quad (26)$$

$$B(s) = (B_1(s), \ldots, B_P(s)) \quad \text{e.g., } P\text{-dimensional spline basis.} \quad (27)$$

Here, the distribution $g_\beta(s)$ is determined by a log-linear function of splines, and is normalized. This empirical Bayes approach leads to a slightly different likelihood — a multinomial. While performance can be similar, we found the Poisson likelihood model easier to fit.

**Regularization**

To form estimates, we must choose a set of hyperparameters, including the number of spline basis functions (i.e., the degree of freedom (DoF) parameter, which controls how complex the sample paths can be) and the regularization strength $\lambda$.

Additionally, to handle censoring, we treat data to the right of the observation window as missing, and impute plausible sample paths, averaging over their uncertainty \cite{22}. Because the smoothing of the stochastic delay typically smooths observations and induces a temporal autocorrelation among reported cases, we extrapolate the report curve with a simple random walk. We first apply an Anscombe transform \cite{5} (i.e., a variance stabilizing transform) and use the empirical single-lag autocorrelation to simulate a set of random walk imputations.

We use a data-driven selection procedure:

- **Select spline DoF:**
  - Set the default $\lambda$ to be $1/\sum_t Y_t$
  - Compute the $\hat{\beta}$ estimate for a grid of DoF
  - Select the DoF parameter with the lowest AIC (or BIC)

- **Select $\lambda$ by data splitting** — repeat the following four times (by default) and average
  - Split the data into (by default) 25% validation and 75% training by randomly thinning each observed count
  - Compute the $\hat{\beta}$ estimate for a grid of candidate $\lambda$ values (with selected DoF value)
  - Select the largest (i.e., smoothest) $\lambda$ within (by default) 2% of the best observed held out log likelihood

The rest of the procedure is as follows: for each imputed time-series, form a set of samples

- Compute the $\hat{\beta}$ estimate given the selected $\lambda$ and DoF parameters
- Sample $\beta$ from a Laplace approximation formed at the $\hat{\beta}$ estimate
- Compute the sample path $X_{1:T}$ for this $\beta$ sample

This procedure yields a collection of $X_{1:T}$ samples, which we use to form the incidence estimate.
B Additional Synthetic Data Results

The synthetic models are specified as follows. All of the shapes are normalized to have density 1 and then re-scaled to have 5,000 infections distributed over 100 time steps. All delay distributions are Gamma(10,1). For the well-specified model, each case on the incidence curve is randomly propagated forward \( s \) days according to the delay distribution. For the noisy (non-well-specified) case, every sixth and seventh day a uniform random number between 0.3 and 0.5 is drawn and that proportion of cases are recorded two days later (e.g. cases from day six move to day eight). This is done to approximate reporting delays for testing and death records.

**Symmetric.** Incidence has a Gaussian shape,

\[
I_t \propto \exp \left\{ -0.0025 (t - 40)^2 \right\},
\]

for \( t = 0, \ldots, 89 \).

**Symmetric Censored.** Incidence is the same as Symmetric, except that the incidence curve and reporting stops at \( t = 65 \).

**Slow Decay.** Incidence increases quickly then declines slowly,

\[
I_t \propto \begin{cases} 
\exp \left\{ -0.05(8 - t)^2 \right\} & 0 \leq t \leq 8, \\
\exp \left\{ -0.001(t - 8)^2 \right\} & t > 8,
\end{cases}
\]

for \( t = 0, \ldots, 88 \).

**Pathological.** Incidence increases quickly then stops entirely,

\[
I_t \propto \begin{cases} 
\exp \left\{ t/4 \right\} & 0 \leq t \leq 29, \\
0 & t > 29,
\end{cases}
\]

for \( t = 0, \ldots, 79 \).

**Double Peak.** Incidence has two symmetric peaks in succession,

\[
I_t \propto 0.55 \exp \left\{ - \frac{1}{2 * 8^2} (t - 30)^2 \right\} + 0.35 \exp \left\{ - \frac{1}{2 * 7^2} (t - 60)^2 \right\} + 0.1 \exp \left\{ - \frac{1}{2 * 10^2} (t - 70)^2 \right\}
\]

for \( t = 0, \ldots, 100 \).

C Data

All case and death data for regions other than New York City is obtained from the New York Times database[^3]. Hospitalization data are gathered from other sources in all regions.

**Arizona.** Hospitalization data are from the Arizona Department of Health[^4]. Test counts and new hospitalization counts are not accurate until 14 days after date reported.

**Ohio.** Hospitalization data are from the Ohio Department of Health[^5].

[^5]: https://coronavirus.ohio.gov/static/COVIDSummaryData.csv
Figure 8: **double**: Top: correctly specified full (left) and censored (right). Bottom: misspecified full (left) and censored (right).

**Texas.** Houston hospitalization data is from the Texas Medical Center\[\textsuperscript{9}\] which has about 9,200 beds in Houston out of slightly more than 19,000 in total. Areas are defined as follows: Greater Houston area is defined as Austin, Brazoria, Fort Bend, Galveston, Harris, Montgomery, and Waller counties; the Dallas/Fort Worth areas is Collin, Dallas, Denton, Ellis, Hood, Hunt, Johnson, Kaufman, Parker, Rockwall, Somervell, Tarrant, and Wise counties; the Austin area is Travis, Hays, Williamson, Bastrop, and Caldwell counties.

**New York.** All New York City data, including cases, deaths, and hospitalizations, is obtained from the New York City Department of Health\[\textsuperscript{10}\] State level case and death data is from the New York Times.

**Virginia.** Hospitalization data are from the Virginia Department of Health\[\textsuperscript{11}\] Regions are state health regions as defined by that department.

### D Delay Distributions

Symptom onset is taken as a proxy for testing date. The testing delay distribution is fit as a Gamma distribution with parameters shape = 4.309 and rate = 0.4668. The hospitalization

---

\[\textsuperscript{9}\]https://www.tmc.edu/coronavirus-updates/daily-new-covid-19-cases
\[\textsuperscript{11}\]https://www.vdh.virginia.gov/coronavirus/
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incidence curve and the normalized method incidence curve, 

\[ d_1(\hat{I}_{method}, \hat{I}_{hosp}) = \left( \frac{1}{T} \sum_{t=1}^{T} (\hat{I}_{method}^t - \hat{I}_{hosp}^t)^2 \right)^{1/2}, \]

where \( \hat{I}_{method}^t \) is the normalized incidence curve for a given method on day \( t \).

In the second method, we convolve a scaled version of the incidence curve to create an estimate of hospitalizations,

\[ \hat{H}_{method}^t = N_{hosp} \sum_{s=1}^{t} \hat{I}_{method}^s \cdot \theta_{t-s}, \]

where \( N_{hosp} \) is the total number of hospitalizations. Letting \( H_t \) be the observed number of hospitalizations at time \( t \),

\[ d_2(\hat{I}_{method}, H_{1:T}) = \left( \frac{1}{T} \sum_{t=1}^{T} \left( \hat{H}_{method}^t - H_t \right)^2 \right)^{1/2}. \]  

(28)

Note that the second method can be used to measure the quality of the incidence curve inferred from hospitalizations. This value should be viewed as a lower bound for other incidence curves.

Figure 10: Top: correctly specified full (left) and censored (right). Bottom: misspecified full (left) and censored (right).